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Business Sale Documentation Checklist 
 


DOCUMENT Ready to Be 
Presented 


Needs to Be 
Prepared 


Needs to Be 
Updated 


FINANCIAL CONDITION DOCUMENTATION    


Corporate or Schedule C Tax Returns for Past 
2-3 years. 


   


Financial Statements for the year-to-date and 
the past three years, including income 
statements, balance sheets and cash flow 
statements. 


   


Statement of Seller’s Discretionary Earnings, 
also called Adjusted Cash Flow.  


   


Three-year Trends in Sales, Expenses and 
Profits 


   


Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivables 
Aging Reports  


   


Current Ratio/Liquidity Ratio    


BUSINESS CONDITION DOCUMENTATION    


Business Formation Documents    


Partnership or Investor Agreements    


Business Licenses, Certifications and 
Registrations 


   


Professional Certifications    


Copies Proving Ownership of Patents, 
Trademarks, and Other Intellectual Property 


   


Inventory List with Value Detail    


List of Fixtures, Furnishing and Equipment with 
Value Detail 


   


Asset Depreciation Schedule from Tax Return    


Equipment Leases and Maintenance 
Agreements 


   


Building or Office Lease    







Insurance Policies    


Outstanding Loan Agreements    


Description of Liens    


Supplier and Distributor Contracts    


Client List and Major Client Contracts    


Staffing List with Hire Dates, Salaries, and 
Employment Agreements 


   


Organization Chart    


Employment Policy Manual    


Business Plan    


Business Procedures Manual    


Product/Service Descriptions and Price Lists    


Marketing Plan and Samples of Marketing 
Materials 


   


List of Opportunities for Improvement with 
Revenue/Profit Projections for Each 


   


Photos of Business    


Other Documents Unique to Your Business    


Other    


SALE PROCESS DOCUMENTS    


Non-Disclosure Confidentiality Agreements    


Personal Financial Statement Form for Buyer to 
Complete 


   


Offer-to-Purchase Agreement    


Note for Seller Financing    
 
 








Business-for-Sale Listing Worksheet 
About the Business 


Listing Type:  
꙱ Established Business for sale      ꙱ Asset Sale      ꙱ Business Real Estate for Sale;  
꙱ Business Real Estate for Lease                 ꙱ Startup Opportunity 
 
Industry:  
 


Listing Basics 
Listing Headline: (70 characters) 
 
Listing Sub-headline: (70 characters) 
 
Description: (4,000 characters) 
 
 
 
 


Photos & Attachments 
Photos 
Attachments 
Video 


Business Financials (At least one is recommended) 
 


Asking Price; Cash Flow; EBITA; Gross Revenue; FF&E; Inventory Value 
Real Estate: owned or leased or undisclosed 
Building Square Feet 
Financial Notes (80 characters) 
Seller Financing Available?  Y/N 
 


Location & Contact Info (Hide or Show) 
Business Address: 
City, County and State: 
Contact Name Contact Phone Number: 
Contact Email;  Business Website (or keep website confidential) 
 


Business Details (Hide or Show) 
 


Number of Employees: Year Established: 
 


Business is:  
꙱ Absentee Owner     ꙱ Home-based     ꙱ Relocatable     ꙱ Established Franchise 
 
Facilities & Assets: 
 
Support & Training: 
 
Market & Competition: 
 
Growth/Expansion Pros and Cons: 
 
Reason for Selling? 
 


 








Buyer Inquiry Prescreening Checklist 
 
 


Qualifying Question  Yes Maybe No 


Is the buyer specifically interested in your business or market area? 
 
 


   


Does the buyer possess the necessary education, licenses, 
certifications, and experience to buy and own your business? 
 
 


   


Is the buyer interested in making a purchase within your timeframe? 
 
 


   


Is the buyer seeking a business of your size and in your price 
range? 
 
 


   


Does the buyer have the ability to meet your closing day payment 
expectations? 
 
 


   


Is the buyer qualified for an SBA or other third-party loan – or to 
meet your seller-financed loan qualifications if you plan to offer 
seller financing? 
 
 


   


 
Notes: 


 








Closing Paperwork Checklist 
 


 Requirement Description 


☐ 
Schedule your 
closing 


Select a day and time that all parties will be available, 
preferably during a morning hour so you can reach banks and 
government offices following the closing. Aim for the last day 
of the quarter, month or pay period to simplify proration of 
monthly expenses that transfer with the sale. 


☐ 
Finalize the 
purchase price 


Reflect the outcome of price negotiations; prorated rent, utility 
and other fees; final inventory value; final value of accounts 
receivable and accounts payable. 


☐ 
Prepare 
corporate 
documents 


If the business being sold is a corporation, prepare corporate 
documents and pass a corporate resolution authorizing the 
sale. 


☐ 
Prepare 
government and 
tax forms 


Include forms required by your Secretary of State or 
Corporations Commission; transfer documents for vehicles 
listed in the sale; transfer documents for intellectual property; 
IRS Form 8594, which you and the buyer need to complete 
showing an identical allocation the purchase price. 


☐ 
Confirm 
insurance 
requirements 


Include forms for requirements detailed in the purchase and 
sale agreement. 


☐ 
Prepare furniture 
and equipment 
sale list 


Itemize assets, accompanied by a list of which, if any, are 
under lease. Also prepare a list of assets excluded from the 
sale based on buyer-seller negotiations. 


☐ 
Prepare to 
transfer 
contracts and 
agreements 


Obtain approvals, assemble titles and leases, and take steps 
necessary to transfer all assets and obligations included in the 
sale. 


☐ 
List and prepare 
to transfer work 
in progress 


Detail goods that have entered the production process but 
aren't finished yet. 


☐ 
Finalize list of 
accounts 
receivable and 
accounts 
payable 


Accompany the lists with aging reports that record overdue 
invoices. 


☐ 
Prepare loan 
documents 


Include a promissory note; security agreements including the 
buyer’s personal guarantee and personal guarantees from the 
buyer’s spouse and third-party guarantor, if any; and a UCC 
financing statement to be filed with your state. 







 Requirement Description 


☐ 
Prepare to transfer 
building lease 


Assemble copies of lease and lease amendments; prepare 
documents for lease assignment and assignment acceptance. 


☐ 
Prepare personal 
agreements 


Include consulting or management agreement and covenant 
not to compete, if any. 


☐ 
Prepare 
exceptions to 
warranties and 
representations 


Prepare list of exceptions, if any. 


☐ 
Prepare 
succession 
agreements 


Include succession agreements for employee benefit plans 
including profit sharing, flexible spending, or other plans. 


☐ 
Prepare bill of sale Unlike the purchase and sale agreement, the bill of sale 


executes the sale and transfer of the business. It details the 
terms of the transaction at the time of the sale and makes 
official the transfer of the business to the new owner. 


☐ 
Prepare the 
closing or 
settlement sheet 


This sheet lists the purchase price and all costs and price 
adjustments to be paid by or credited to the seller and buyer. 
Your attorney will prepare this sheet unless your sale is 
closing though an escrow agent, in which case it will be 
prepared by the escrow office. 


☐ 
Prepare the 
purchase and sale 
agreement 


See the description of Purchase and Sale Agreement contents in the 
online Toolkit. In all but the simplest sales, this document is 
prepared by the buyer or seller’s attorney, with the other attorney 
reviewing and suggesting amendments, unless the buyer and seller 
agree to both work with and split the fees of the same attorney.  


☐ 
Other Other forms, based input from your sale advisors. 


 
 








Conflicting Objectives Worksheet 
 


MOTIVATION CONFLICTING 
MOTIVATIONS 


WHY? 


Highest possible price All-cash payoff 
 
 
 
 
Immediate departure 
 
 
 
 
Post-sale involvement and 
after-sale priorities for the 
business 


Sales requiring payoff at 
closing typically close at 
considerably lower prices than 
those involving seller-financing 
 
A seller’s desire for immediate 
departure signals high sale 
desire, prompting downward 
price negotiations. 
 
Post-sale requirements narrow 
the buyer pool and decrease 
ability to receive the highest 
price. 


All-cash payoff at closing 
(No seller-financing) 


Immediate sale 
 
 
 
 
 
Highest possible price 
 
 
 
 
Immediate departure 


Cash payoffs usually require 
buyers to seek third-party 
loans, which often are difficult 
and time-consuming to obtain 
and can slow the sale process. 
 
Sales requiring payoff at 
closing typically close at 
considerably lower prices than  
those involving seller financing. 
 
Sellers seeking immediate 
departure and full payoff at 
closing convey high desire to 
sell and/or low confidence in 
the future of the business, 
typically resulting in lower 
buyer interest, lower prices, 
and longer time-on-market. 


Immediate sale Highest possible price 
 
 
 
All-cash payoff 
 


Unless business is in strong 
condition, an immediate sale 
results in a discounted price. 
 
Cash payoffs usually require 
third-party loans, which often 
are difficult and time-
consuming to obtain and can 
slow the sale process. 
 







MOTIVATION CONFLICTING 
MOTIVATIONS 


WHY? 


Immediate departure (vs a 3-
12 month post-sale 
involvement in the business 
transition) 


Highest possible price 
 
 
 
 
 
All-cash payoff 
 
 
 


Unless business is in strong 
condition and easy to 
transition, rapid departure 
raises buyer doubts and leads 
to a lower selling price. 
 
A seller seeking rapid 
departure and all-cash payoff 
conveys a high desire to sell 
and/or low confidence in the 
future of the business. 
 


Post-sale involvement with 
the business 


Highest possible price A seller’s request for ongoing 
involvement in the business 
narrows the buyer pool and 
may affect price negotiations. 


Post-sale priorities for the 
business 


Highest possible price Stipulations regarding the post-
sale operation of the business 
narrow the buyer pool and 
affect pricing.  


Pre-sale preparation followed 
by a sale offering 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


No conflicts Pre-planning heightens 
business value and allows for 
an attractive offering that 
meets seller objectives and 
avoids conflicting priorities.   


   
 
 








Due Diligence Documentation Checklist 
 


Ready for 
Presentation 


Requires 
Preparation 


REQUIRED 
DOCUMENTS 


☐ ☐ 


Federal tax returns for the past three years, allowing the buyer 
to verify the revenues shown on financial statements. Present 
business tax returns, or if your business is a sole proprietorship, 
LLC or S corporation that passes revenue through to you 
personally, present Schedule C of your personal return. 


☐ ☐ 


Business income statements and balance sheets for the current 
and the past 2-3 years, plus current cash flow statement, all 
presented in formal, professionally reviewed reports following 
industry standards. 


☐ ☐ 


Statement of seller’s discretionary income or owner’s cash 
flow, presenting how much money the business generates 
annually for the benefit of its owner.  


☐ ☐ 


Financial trends and ratios, including revenue and profit growth 
trends. 


☐ ☐ 


Accounts receivables/accounts payable lists. 


☐ ☐ 


Inventory list, including value.  


☐ ☐ 


Major equipment and furnishings list, including value. 


☐ ☐ 


Supporting financial information, such as inventory turnover 
rate, receivable collection rate and current or liquidity ratio. 


☐ ☐ 


Current building lease, including lease duration and 
transferability. 


☐ ☐ 


Fixtures, furnishings and equipment list, including all items 
included in the sale with photos of major items, titles confirming 
ownership, lease and maintenance agreements and depreciation 
schedules from the most recent tax return. 







Ready for 
Presentation 


Requires 
Preparation 


REQUIRED 
DOCUMENTS 


☐ ☐ 


Copies of contracts and agreements with employees, 
customers, suppliers, distributors and others. 


☐ ☐ 


Intellectual property documentation for patents, trademarks and 
other items, each showing ownership by the business rather than 
by individuals. 


☐ ☐ 


Management and operational documentation, including 
procedural manuals, product and price lists and other reports, 
plans and agreements. 


☐ ☐ 


Staffing records, including list of employees with hire dates, 
salaries, contracts and benefit summaries; description of employee 
benefits plan; organization chart; employee policy manual. 


☐ ☐ 


Client information, including descriptions of relationship and 
agreements. 


☐ ☐ 


Supplier and distributor lists, including descriptions of 
relationship and agreements. 


☐ ☐ 


Business and marketing plans or summary descriptions. 


☐ ☐ 


Current business licenses, certifications or registrations, 
including verification of transferability. 


☐ ☐ 


Business formation documents. 


 
 








Letter of Intent Checklist 
 


 Proposal Points for discussion 


Price and payment 
structure 


The buyer will likely offer less than the 
asking price, which can become a 
point of later negotiation. The buyer 
also will propose how much will be 
paid in cash at closing and what kind 
of financing is necessary.  


Discuss the price and payment 
proposal with your accountant and 
attorney before discussing with the 
buyer because how the payment is 
structured will have tax implications. 


Purchase structure The vast majority of small business 
sales are “asset sales” but a few are 
“entity sales.” The buyer will propose 
one or the other, likely based on the 
structure stated in your sale listing. 


Discuss with your accountant and 
attorney the ramifications of either 
structure for your sale and tax 
situation. 


Price allocation The buyer may or may not describe a 
proposed approach for allocating the 
price to IRS-defined categories, but be 
prepared for this important topic, as it 
significantly affects how sale proceeds 
are taxed. The IRS requires the seller 
and the buyer to agree upon the 
allocation.  


Obtain your accountant’s advice 
before discussing or accepting 
proposals on how the sale price can 
be allocated. An Asset Acquisition 
Statement is required on closing 
day. You’ll want firm agreement on 
this point in advance to avoid a 
closing delay. 


Purchase exclusions or 
additions 


Proposed exclusions or additions to 
your sale offering can significantly 
affect sale proceeds and how they’re 
taxed. They can also affect the 
liabilities retained by the seller after 
the sale closes. 


Obtain advice from your attorney or 
accountant before agreeing to any 
proposed variances. 


Due diligence Most buyers who are purchasing only 
the assets of a small business can 
complete due diligence in less than a 
month. Businesses with real property 
or extensive physical assets, or those 
selling as entity sales that transfer 
business assets and liabilities, often 
take longer. The buyer’s letter of intent 
may define a proposed due diligence 
timeframe. 


Be sure the letter of intent states a 
reasonable due diligence period and 
that it stipulates that no information 
obtained during this investigation 
will be shared beyond the buyer’s 
purchase advisors without your 
express permission. 


Warranties and 
representations 


Whether in the proposal or not, at 
closing you’ll need to guarantee that 
facts you’ve presented about your 
business condition are accurate. 


Be sure your attorney reviews the 
warranties and representations 
clause, however, because you’ll 
want to warrant accuracy to the best 
of your knowledge, but you don’t 
want to warrant completeness, 
since there may be conditions of 
which you honestly aren’t aware. 







Seller’s future 
involvement 


The buyer’s proposal may stipulate 
your after sale transition-period or 
ongoing involvement with the 
business. It may also require you to 
sign a covenant not to compete with 
the business for a period of time after 
the sale.  


Work with your attorney or broker to 
review the timeframe for future 
involvement, as well as the 
timeframe constraints and 
geographic area defined by the non-
competition proposal. 


Additional stipulations Expect the buyer’s proposal to state: 
 
Whether you’re required to run the 
business as usual during the closing 
period (or whether the buyer asks for 
major agreements/purchases to be put 
on hold). 
 
That the offer is nonbinding. 
 
Cancellation options. 
 
An exclusivity agreement that prevents 
you from considering competing offers 
during the due-diligence period. 


 


 


 








Motivations and Timing Worksheet 
 


Exit Plan Motivation Timing Urgency - 10 being most urgent 


Desire to retire 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Feeling bored by the business 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Feeling burned out by the business 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Financially or personally feeling unable to addressing 
business challenges 
 


1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 


Desire or need to leave the business in order to relocate to 
a different geographic area 
 


1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 


A divorce, family issue or personal challenge that prompts 
the need to sell 
 


1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 


Financial pressures or the need to make more money than 
the business can provide 
 


1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 


A health challenge 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


A new opportunity you’d like to pursue 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Partner conflicts or other internal business issues 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Desire to free up money harvesting the value of the 
business through a sale 


1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Other (Describe) 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


Other (Describe) 1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
 


 
 








MUTUAL CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT  
(Sample Template) 


 
THIS CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made and entered into as of [DATE] between 
[SELLER] and [POTENTIAL BUYER].   [SELLER] and [POTENTIAL BUYER] shall be collectively referred to as the 
“parties” and individually referred to as a “party”. 
 


1. Purpose.  The parties wish to explore the potential opportunity to acquire the business advertised at 
[Advertising Location] and, in connection with this opportunity, a party (the “Disclosing Party) may disclose to 
the other party (the “Recipient”) certain Confidential Information (as defined below) which the Disclosing Party 
desires Recipient to treat as strictly confidential. 
 


2. “Confidential Information” means any confidential, non-public or proprietary information disclosed to 
Recipient by the Disclosing Party in writing, orally or by inspection of tangible objects, including, without 
limitation, any trade secrets, business or financial information, methods of operation, information regarding 
possible acquisitions and acquisition targets, information of a proprietary nature, current or planned products and 
services, other confidential information about the business and operations of the Disclosing Party, the fact that the 
Disclosing Party has disclosed Confidential Information to the Recipient, the fact that discussions or negotiations 
are taking place or have taken place relating to a business opportunity between the parties or for the Disclosing 
Party, any details of those discussions or negotiations, or the terms of this Agreement. Confidential Information 
shall not, however, include, any information which Recipient can establish: (i) was publicly known and made 
generally available in the public domain prior to the time of disclosure to Recipient by the Disclosing Party; (ii) 
becomes publicly known and made generally available after disclosure to Recipient by the Disclosing Party through 
no action or inaction of Recipient; (iii) is received by the Recipient from a third party without an accompanying 
duty of confidentiality; (iv) is developed independently by Recipient without the use of any Confidential 
Information; (v) is in the possession of the Recipient at the time of disclosure by the Disclosing Party; or (vi) is 
approved by the Disclosing Party in writing for release or use by Recipient. 


 
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in the event that the Recipient is requested or required by judicial 
action to disclose any Confidential Information or any information relating to the business opportunity, the 
Recipient shall be permitted to make such disclosure, provided, that the Recipient shall first give the Disclosing 
Party reasonable prior written notice of such request or requirement and reasonably cooperate with the Disclosing 
Party (at the Disclosing Party’s expense) in seeking a protective order or confidential treatment for any such 
disclosure. 


 
3. Non-use and Non-disclosure.  Recipient agrees on behalf of itself and each of its employees, officers, 


directors, consultants and agents (collectively, the “Recipient Parties”), not to disclose to any third party or 
otherwise use any Confidential Information for any purpose except to evaluate and engage in discussions 
concerning a potential business relationship between Recipient and the Disclosing Party.  Recipient agrees on 
behalf of itself and each of the Recipient Parties not to disclose any Confidential Information to any third parties 
or to employees of Recipient, except to those employees, agents and consultants of Recipient who are required to 
have or have a need to know the information in order to evaluate or engage in discussions concerning the 
contemplated business relationship.    


 
4. Maintenance of Confidentiality.  Recipient agrees that it shall take all reasonable measures to protect 


the secrecy of and avoid disclosure and unauthorized use of the Confidential Information.  Without limiting the 
foregoing, Recipient shall take at least those measures that Recipient takes to protect its own most highly 
confidential information.  Recipient agrees to transmit the Confidential Information only to the Recipient Parties 
who require or have a need to know such information and only if (a) such Recipient Parties are informed of the 
obligations set forth herein, and (b) such Recipient Parties shall agree to the non-use and non-disclosure provisions 







 2 


set forth herein, prior to any disclosure of Confidential Information to such parties.  If any Recipient Party breaches 
the obligations set forth herein, the Recipient agrees to be responsible for such breach.  Recipient shall reproduce 
the Disclosing Party’s proprietary rights notices on any such approved copies, in the same manner in which such 
notices were set forth in or on the original.  Recipient shall immediately notify the Disclosing Party in the event of 
any unauthorized use or disclosure of the Confidential Information. 
 


5. Return of Materials.  All documents and other tangible objects containing or representing Confidential 
Information and all copies thereof which are in the possession of Recipient shall be and remain the property of the 
Disclosing Party and shall be promptly destroyed or returned to the Disclosing Party upon the Recipient’s decision 
to withdraw from and not pursue the opportunity.   


 
6. No License.  Nothing in this Agreement is intended to grant any rights to Recipient under any patent, 


trade secret, trademark or copyright of the Disclosing Party, nor shall this Agreement grant Recipient any rights in 
or to the Confidential Information except as expressly set forth herein. 
 


7. Term.  This Agreement shall survive until such time as all Confidential Information disclosed hereunder 
becomes publicly known and made generally available through no action or inaction of Recipient. 
 


8. Remedies.  Recipient agrees that any violation or threatened violation of this Agreement may cause 
irreparable injury to the Disclosing Party, entitling the Disclosing Party to seek to obtain injunctive relief in addition 
to all legal remedies, without the necessity of posting a bond. 


 
9. Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the [State of Business Location], 


without reference to conflict of laws principles. The parties irrevocably consent to the jurisdiction of the federal 
and local courts of the [State of Business Location] for the purpose of any action brought in connection with this 
Agreement.  This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter 
hereof.  Any failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver thereof or of any other 
provision hereof.  This Agreement may not be amended, nor any obligation waived, except by a writing signed by 
both parties hereto. The parties shall not assign or transfer this Agreement in whole or in part, except by operation 
of law.  This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding on the parties’ successors and permitted assigns. 
 


10. No Obligation.  Nothing herein shall obligate the Disclosing Party or the Recipient to proceed with any 
transaction between them, and each party reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate the discussions 
contemplated by this Agreement concerning the business opportunity. 


 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date set forth above. 


 
[Seller]. [Potential Buyer]     
 
By:         By:        
Name:                                                        Name:  
Title:                                                                     Title:  








Pre-Closing Negotiation Checklist 
 


 Topics for negotiation Considerations 


☐ 
What is being purchased Will the sale be structured as an asset sale, with the 


buyer acquiring only assets, which will be transferred 
into a new business entity? If so, will any assets be 
withheld? 
 
Will the sale be structured as an entity sale, with the 
buyer acquiring all assets and liabilities except those 
specifically excluded. If so, which liabilities will be listed 
as exclusions? 


☐ 
The purchase price Price negotiations usually result in a sale price that is 


70-90% of the asking price. Owner financing often 
results in higher closing prices. Buyer’s agreement to 
price allocations that provide the seller with proceeds 
taxed as capital gains versus ordinary income often 
result in the seller’s agreement to price concessions. 


☐ 
How the price will be paid How much will be required as the closing day payment? 


 
How much will be required through a seller-financed 
loan or deferred payments through an earn-out 
agreement? 
 
How much will be paid in return for the sellers covenant 
not to compete? 
 
Have necessary legal documents been prepared? 
 


☐ 
How the price will be 
allocated 


How much will be allocated to each of the IRS asset 
classes? Involve your accountant as there are 
significant tax ramifications.  
 
Buyer and seller must agree on the allocation and must 
file an IRS Form 8594 showing identical allocations. 
 
For information, see Form 8594 for instructions. 
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i8594.pdf 


☐ 
How issues discovered 
during due diligence will be 
addressed 


Which will be addressed through price concessions? 
 
Which will be addressed through actions that rectify 
conditions? 



https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/i8594.pdf





 Topics for negotiation Considerations 


 How will the transition period 
be handled?  


Will employees be rehired? How will they be notified of 
the sale and their future employment? 
 
How and when to contact customers and clients? 
 
How and when to contact suppliers, vendors and 
distributors? 
 
How and when will the sale announcement be made? 
 
How will work-in-progress be completed? 
 
How will unknown liabilities that become apparent after 
the sale be addressed? 
 


 The seller’s post-sale 
involvement in the business 


Will the seller be involved during a post-sale transition 
period? 
 
If so, what will be the seller’s transition involvement, 
timeframe and compensation, if any? 
 
Will the owner be involved through a post-sale personal  
services contract? 
 
Will the seller sign a covenant not to compete? 
 
Have necessary legal documents been prepared? 


 How contingencies will be 
addressed or removed 


Have conditions that arose as issues during due 
diligence investigation been addressed, including: 
 
-Acceptable transfer of leases and contracts. 
 
-Acceptable bank financing and other contingencies 
detailed in the letter of agreement to purchase. 
 
-Other conditions. 


 
 








Prioritizing Sale Objectives Worksheet 
 


Lowest Priority = 1 
Highest Priority = 10 


Your Sale Objectives Conflicting Objectives that 
require reassessment of 


priorities 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


Highest Possible Sale Price Conflicts with: 
All-Cash Payoff at Closing 
Immediate Departure 
Post-Sale Involvement 
Post-Sale Priorities for the  
Business 
 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


All-Cash Payoff at Closing, vs 
seller financing) 


Conflicts with: 
Immediate Sales 
Highest Possible Price 
Immediate Departure  
 
 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


Immediate Sale, vs pre-sale 
period to enhance business 
attractiveness and value 


Conflicts with: 
Highest Possible Price  
Immediate Departure 
 
 
 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


Immediate Departure, vs 3-12 
months post-sale involvement in 
business transition to new owner) 


Conflicts with: 
Highest Possible Price  
All-Cash Payoff at Closing 
 
 
 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


Post-Sale Involvement with the 
business, as a consultant, board 
member, employee or other role) 


Conflicts with:  
Highest Possible Price 
 
 
 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


Post-sale priorities for the 
business, such as little or no 
disruption to employees and staff 


Conflicts with:  
Highest Possible Price 


 
1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10 


Pre-sale preparation to 
enhance business condition 
and value, followed by a future 
sale 


Conflicts with:  
No other sale objective 
 
 
 
 







 
 








Purchase & Sale Agreement Contents Checklist 
 


Contents Description 


Names Names of the seller, buyer, and business, including the location of each. 


Assets List of all assets included in the sale including fixtures, furnishings, equipment, 
machinery, inventories, accounts receivable, business name, customer lists, 
goodwill, and other items.  
 
Also includes assets to be excluded from the sale, such as cash and cash 
accounts, real estate, automobiles, etc. 


Liabilities List of liabilities being assumed by the buyer, often including accounts payable. 
 
Also includes a statement that the buyer assumes no liabilities other than those 
listed. 


Closing date Statement of the date the sale will close. 


Price Statement of the purchase price and how the buyer and seller agree to allocate the 
price among IRS-determined asset classes. 


Adjustments Detail of how the price will be adjusted on closing day to reflect prorated business 
expenses and, if inventory and accounts receivable are being sold, to reflect 
closing-day valuations. 


Seller 
agreements 


Detail of non-competition or covenant not to compete agreement, management 
consulting agreement, or the employment agreement that the seller will sign as 
part of the closing deal. 


Payment terms Description of the amount of cash to be paid on closing day. 
 
Description of the amount payable following terms detailed in a promissory note. 
 
Description of the amount to be paid in other defined future payments. 


Security 
agreements 


If a portion of the purchase price will be paid through deferred payments, a 
description of buyer-owned assets listed as loan collateral; personal guarantee 
requirements, if any; and business-operation requirements to protect against 
business and asset devaluation before the sale price is paid in full. 


Inventory A list of all inventory included in the sale. 


Accounts 
receivable 


A description of accounts receivable included in (or excluded from) the sale, 
accompanied by a description of how payments for collections will be applied and 
how uncollected receivables will be handled. 


Seller’s 
representations 
and warranties 


A statement verifying the seller’s power and legal right to authorize the sale; that 
the seller has clear and marketable title to assets being transferred; that financial 
records presented fairly reflect the financial condition as of the date of the 
statements; that the seller knows of no obligations or liabilities beyond those 
disclosed as exhibits accompanying the purchase agreement. 







Contents Description 


Buyer’s 
representations 
and warranties 


A statement verifying the buyer’s power and legal right to authorize the purchase; 
warranties that statements made by the buyer’s guarantors contain no untrue 
statements or omissions. 


Seller’s 
covenants 


A statement of provisions the seller will undertake to transfer the business 
including benefit plans, paying employee wages through the closing date, 
changing the seller’s business name to permit the buyer to legally assume and 
begin using the name, and other agreed-upon actions. 


Employee 
termination 
clause 


A statement confirming that on closing day seller will terminate all employees 
except those with transferable contracts, paying all wages, commissions, and 
benefits earned through the termination date, at which time the buyer will likely 
complete paperwork to hire terminated employees through the buyer’s new 
business, which will have a new federal employee identification number (FEIN).  


Post-closing 
rights and 
obligations 


A statement of after-sale issues, likely including the buyer’s right to offset the 
purchase price by liabilities or inventory valuation variances that become apparent 
after the settlement date; and the buyer’s obligation to fulfill specified requirements 
such as carrying insurance, maintaining specified working capital levels, and 
allowing the seller to access financial records until after the price is paid in full. 


Default 
provisions 


A definition of litigation and dispute resolution provisions for dealing with defaults 
should either the buyer or the seller not fulfill the terms of the agreement 


Business 
transfer 
agreements 


These agreements include the bill of sale; assignments of leases, contract and 
intellectual property; stock transfer (for entity sales); statement of compliance with 
state bulk sales law requiring supplier notification (for asset sales). 


Participation or 
absence of 
brokers 


A statement of whether or not brokers or finders were involved in the transaction 
and, if so, how they will be paid, which is usually stipulated in the broker 
agreement and usually paid by the seller on closing day. 


Obligation of 
fees 


A statement of how the buyer and seller will pay professional fees involved with the 
sale closing. 


 
 








Announcing Your Business Sale Checklist 
 


Step Description 


1. Tell your employees Immediately before or after the sale closing, tell key employees. 
 
After telling key employees, make an announcement to all staff. 
Avoid email, if possible, instead joining the buyer in a personal 
presentation. 
 
Stress that the announcement is confidential for a limited time 
during which customers, suppliers and others must be notified. 
 
Briefly explain why you’re selling. 
 
Introduce the new owner, explaining your confidence in the 
owner’s expertise and plans before turning the presentation over 
to the buyer to explain how employees will transfer to the buyer’s 
organization; the buyer’s plans for continuing the business, either 
as usual or with growth plans; and the buyer’s plans to meet 
individually with employees or employee groups over coming days 
and weeks. 
 


2. Tell customers, suppliers and 
business associates. 


Share the announcement first and personally with those whose 
support is most valuable to the business. Move quickly so they 
don’t first hear it from media, competitors or others. 
 
Next make a general announcement through individual contacts if 
the list is short or via email or regular-mail announcement, if the 
list is long. Convey enthusiasm and confidence in an upbeat, 
positive announcement. Explain that with great pleasure and after 
considerable planning, you’re pleased to announce that your 
business has a new owner. Introduce the owner through a short 
description that conveys confidence in the buyer’s experience and 
plans. Also, share a short statement about how long you’ll remain 
with the business, if you will, and what you’re doing next. Include a 
copy or link to the complete announcement, perhaps attaching the 
news release you’ll distribute to media outlets. 


3. Announce the sale to news 
outlets. 


Prepare a news release or sale fact sheet complete with all facts 
in a single document that you can distribute to local and industry 
media, news sites, blogs, and broadcast stations. 
 
Share who to contact for more information (and how),when the 
news can be released, the date of the announcement, a headline 
summarizing the announcement, and a clear presentation of facts. 
Consider also including a quote from you or the buyer and a photo 
of the buyer. 







Step Description 


4. Move aside. Even if you remain with the business during a transition period or 
thereafter, the business now belongs to its new owner. Help staff, 
customers and business associates transfer their confidence by 
moving yourself out of the visible leadership role unless your 
agreed-upon ongoing role specifies otherwise. 


5. Move on. You’ve done it! You’ve sold your business! 
Now it’s time to set a new goal. Chase a new dream. Buy a new 
business. The choice is yours. 
Congratulations! 


 
 








SELLING MEMORANDIUM CONTENTS CHECKLIST  


Table of Contents (Include if document is longer than 4 pages not including 
Appendix) ◻ 


Selling Memo Summary (Include if document is longer than 10 pages) ◻ 


Business Description  
 
Summary of business history 
 
Business structure (sole proprietorship, partnership, LLC, corporation) and 
ownership 
 
Short description of products, staffing, markets and operations 
 
Financial information including annual sales and earnings 
 
Description of products and services 
 
Description of key strengths 
 
Reason for sale 


◻ 
 
 


Location 
 
Geographic location, building description, lease information 


◻ 


Business Strengths 
 
List of strengths and competitive advantages 
 
List of challenges accompanied by statements of how the issue could be 
overcome or provide growth opportunity 


◻ 


Competitive Overview 
 
Description of number of competitors without listing names 
 
Description of competitive position and advantages of your business 


◻ 


Products/Services 
 
Brief description of business offerings including product list 
 
Description of distinguishing product/service features 
 
Product sales trends 


◻ 







SELLING MEMORANDIUM CONTENTS CHECKLIST  


Operations 
 
Information on operating hours and seasonality 
 
List of operating equipment 
 
Inventory information and list 
 
Production processes 
 
Staffing overview 


◻ 


Marketing 
 
Industry information and growth trends 
 
Geographic market area information and growth trends 
 
Customer profile including information on client lists 
 
Description of competition and competitive rank 
 
Description of marketing approach, marketing plan and untapped marketing 
opportunities 


◻ 


Key Management and Employees 
 
Key employee job titles (but not names), job descriptions, length of employment, 
compensation, benefits, credentials, information on contracts 


◻ 


Future Plans/Growth Projections 
 
List growth opportunities along with the investment in time, financial resources 
and staff required 


◻ 


Potential Buyer Concerns 
 
issues, if any, that buyers might see as purchase barriers 
 
Statements describing business, marketing, or transition plans that ease or 
overcome each potential concern 


◻ 


Financial Information 
 
Statement of accounting method: Accrual or cash basis 
 
Revenues, net income, and seller’s discretionary earnings for past three years, 
presented not as financial documents but as one-one summaries 


◻ 







SELLING MEMORANDIUM CONTENTS CHECKLIST  


Appendix 
 
Statement of seller’s discretionary earnings 
 
Financial statements as recommended by broker and accountant 
 
Asset list showing values 
 
Seller’s disclosure statement, prepared with assistance from broker or attorney,  
providing an accurate assessment of business condition, a list of licenses  and 
registrations that apply, and descriptions of any legal issues 
 
Market area information if business relies on local clientele 
 
Photos of business location, building and equipment 
 
Copies of marketing materials 


◻ 


 








Business Broker Interview Notes 
 


Questions to Ask Brokers Notes from Broker Responses 


EXPERIENCE 
 


How long has the broker been in business? 
 
Does the broker work full-time or part-time? 
 
Does the broker work independently or as part 
of a broker group? 
 
Is the broker a certified business intermediary 
(CBI) and a member of the International 
Business Brokers Association (IBBA), a 
member of M&A Source, or a member of state 
or regional associations? 


Does the broker have other credentials or 
training, for example CPA, MBA, or other 
professional certifications? 
 
Does the broker have experience with 
businesses similar to yours? 


 


PERFORMANCE RECORD 
 
How many listings does the broker have 
annually? 
 
How many annual sales? 
 
What is the average sale price compared to 
average asking price of the broker’s recent 
annual sales? 


 


MARKETING STRENGTH 
 
How professional is the broker's site and is it 
well-optimized for search engines? 
 
How many prospective buyers are in the 
broker’s database? 


 







Questions to Ask Brokers Notes from Broker Responses 


MARKETING APPROACH 
 
How would the broker price your business? 
 
How would your listing be marketed? 
 
How does the broker use online business-for-
sale listing sites, and which ones? 


 


CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS 
 
What is the broker’s fee?  
 
Does the broker charge a cancellation fee if 
you withdraw the listing?  
 
Does the broker charge a trailing fee if after 
the listing expires you sell the business to a 
buyer who was referred by the broker? 
 
What is the length or term of the listing 
agreement? For example, 6 months, 12 
months, 18 months. 


 


REFERENCES 
 
Will the broker provide names and contact 
information so you can interview recent 
clients? 


 


OTHER NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 








Business Broker Questionnaire 


BROKER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS NOTES RE: BROKER 
RESPONSES 


Do you handle businesses of our size?  
 
What percentage of your listings and your sales are for businesses with 
revenues roughly equal to ours? 
 
What percentage of your listings and sales are for businesses in our 
sector? (Major sectors include manufacturing, wholesale distribution, 
service, and retail) 
 
Advice: Seek brokers that handle businesses of your size or in your sector. 


□ Yes □ No 


In a business sale, which functions does the brokerage handle and 
which functions do you prefer for the seller to handle directly? 


 


 


Advice: Seek a broker who is prepared to handle all the tasks you want to 
assign. 


 


How will you present our business for sale?  
How much would you allocate monthly for advertising expenses?  
Where would you advertise, and which websites would you use? 
 


Advice: Seek a broker with a high-traffic website who also advertises on 
other sites and publications. 


 


Do you cooperate with other brokers to reach business buyers?  
 


Advice: Seek a broker with affiliations that expand visibility for your 
business and help to reach more buyer prospects. 


□ Yes □ No 


How do you screen and research buyers?  
 


Advice: Seek a broker with a thorough screening process that removes 
unqualified inquiries before requiring investment of your time. 


 







How long does the listing agreement last? 
 
Is the listing agreement exclusive? Does it stipulate that the broker has 
exclusive right to sell your business?  


 


Advice: Expect at least a 6-month exclusive agreement but be cautious about 
committing to longer terms. 


 


How will you communicate with me during the term of the listing 
agreement?  


 


Advice: Confirm that the broker’s communication frequency and approach 
match well with the amount of involvement you seek and the amount of time 
you can commit. 


 


Are you compensated entirely by the sale commission or are other fees 
involved?  
 
What is the commission rate? 
 
What other fees, if any, should we expect?  


 


When are payments for the fee due to the brokerage?  
 
If our business doesn’t sell, will we be obligated for any fees to your 
brokerage? 


 


Advice: Confirm broker fees during initial interviews to allow broker-to-broker 
comparisons. 


 


Are you covered by professional liability insurance? 
 


Advice: Avoid brokers without liability insurance. 


□ Yes □ No 


Are you a member of the International Brokers Association? 
 


Are you a Certified Business Intermediary (CBI)? 
 


Advice: Seek brokers with strong industry affiliations and credentials. 


□ Yes □ No  
 
 
□ Yes □ No  


 








Business Condition Assessment Worksheet 
 


What Business Buyers Seek Assess Current Condition 
 


Yes        No 


Gauge Need for 
Improvement 


 
High Medium Low 


Estimate Timeframe 
Required for 
Improvement 


Revenues and Profits 
 
Over the past three years, have 
revenues consistently increased? 
 
Have profits consistently 
increased, or at least remained 
steady? 
 
Have costs and operating 
expenses remained under or at 
least at the rate of revenue 
increases? 
 
Is financial information 
documented in financial 
statements that meet generally 
accepted accounting principles 
(GAAP)? 
 
 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
Yes answers contribute to 
sale-readiness.  
No answers, unless due to 
understandable 
circumstances, indicate need 
for pre-sale improvement. 


 
 


 ☐    ☐    ☐ 
 


 ☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 


Financial Condition 
 
Do business assets exceed 
business liabilities? 
 
Is the business consistently able 
to cover its costs and expenses 
using only sales revenue? 


 
 


☐      ☐ 
 
 


☐      ☐ 
 


Yes answers indicate 
financial solvency, a basic 
requirement for sale-
readiness. 
 
No answers indicate 
solvency challenges and 
need to decrease debt while 
increasing revenue and asset 
value. 


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐   
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
_____________ 
 
 
 
_____________ 







Legal Condition 
 
Is the business clear of liens, 
claims or encumbrances? 
 
Is the business clear of legal 
actions, pending litigation or 
investigations? 
 
Is the business clear of unfunded 
liabilities, unpaid insurance 
premiums or unresolved claims 
or disputes? 
 
Are all licenses up to date? 
 
If the business has provided 
product guarantees, is it clear of 
any liability issues? 
 


 
 


☐     ☐ 
 


☐     ☐ 
 
 


☐     ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐     ☐ 
 


☐     ☐ 
Yes answers indicate clean 
legal condition, a requirement 
of buyers. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
address legal issues prior to a 
sale offering; otherwise they 
must be disclosed in the 
Selling Memorandum. If 
discovered during due 
diligence, they would likely 
put the sale in jeopardy. 


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
_____________ 
 
 
_____________ 
 
 
 
_____________ 
 
 
 
 
_____________ 
 
 
_____________ 







Products and Services 
 
Does the business offer products 
or services that are distinct and 
superior to those of competitors? 
 
Does the business use a 
proprietary production or 
business process that serves as 
a barrier to competitors? 
 
Is the way the business produces 
or delivers its offerings one that a 
new owner can easily adopt and 
carry on? 
 
Are production processes 
detailed in an operations manual 
or other formats? 
 
Will staff and management stay 
with the business post-sale to 
help the new owner during the 
transition? 


 
 


☐     ☐ 
 
 


 
☐     ☐ 


 


 
 


☐     ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐     ☐ 
 


☐     ☐ 
 


 
Yes answers indicate 
conditions that contribute to 
business attractiveness and 
sale-readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
improve product distinction 
and production processes, 
document systems and 
review staffing prior to a sale 
offering.  


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


 
☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
–––––––––––– 







Location 
 
If the business relies on local or 
regional clientele, is it located in 
a market where the number of 
prospective customers is steady 
or increasing? 
 
If the physical location of the 
business is important to success 
and not owned by the business 
free and clear, is the lease long-
term and transferable? 
 
Is the business location clear of 
geographic or demographic 
changes that could threaten its 
viability, i.e. zoning changes, 
redevelopment, school closure or 
disruptions such as plans for 
major roads or railway? 
 
Does the business operate in an 
industry or business sector 
B?????? 
 
Is the physical location of the 
business modern, well-designed, 
and attractive so that it makes a 
good first impression during a 
prospective buyer’s first visit? 
 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
Yes answers indicate that 
the business location and 
business sector positively 
affects its attractiveness and 
sale-readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
improve either physical 
location or reliance on factors 
that are causing potential 
threats or weakness. 


 
 


 ☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 
 


 ☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 







Facilities and Equipment 
 
Does the business have modern 
facilities and equipment? 
 
If equipment leases are involved, 
are they long-term and 
transferable? 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 


Yes answers indicate 
conditions that contribute to 
business attractiveness and 
sale-readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
consider facilities and 
equipment upgrades and 
lease renegotiations prior to a 
sale offering. 


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


 ☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 


Staffing 
 
Other than the owners does the 
business have an organizational 
structure with key managers and 
staff capable of supporting 
business success even in the 
owner’s absence, and who can 
provide continuity after the sale?  
 
Have key staff members signed 
employee contracts that will 
ensure a smooth transition to a 
new owner? 
 
Are staffing policies outlined in 
an employment policy manual 


 
 


 
☐       ☐ 


 
 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
Yes answers indicate an 
organizational structure and 
staffing situation that 
contributes to business 
attractiveness and sale-
readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
strengthen management, 
staffing, staffing policies and 
documentation prior to a sale 
offering. 


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


 ☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 


 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
___________ 







Clientele 
 
Does the business have a loyal 
clientele? 
 
Unless it is designed to serve as 
a supplier or contractor for only 
one or a few clients, does the 
business serve a broad client 
roster rather than reliance on a 
few large clients? 
 
Have major clients signed long-
term and transferable contracts 
with the business? 
 
Does the business maintain a 
client or customer relationship 
database that a new owner can 
rely on? 
 
Do customers rely on the 
offerings of the business and 
expertise of the staff as much or 
even more than on the owner’s 
personal expertise and 
interaction? 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
Yes answers indicate 
conditions that positively 
affect business 
attractiveness, transferability 
and sale-readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
broaden client base, 
strengthen or establish a 
client database, enhance 
customer loyalty, and 
strengthen client trust and 
relationships with the 
business rather than with the 
owner personally. 


 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


 
☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
___________ 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
–––––––––––– 







Brand and Reputation 
 
Does the business have a name 
that is well-known and respected 
in its market area and business 
sector? 
 
Does the business own its name 
via trademark, as a domain 
name, and on major social media 
channels? 
 
Does the business have strong 
and positive online presence 
including good standing in search 
results and favorable online 
reviews and ratings? 
 
Does the business have strong 
and effective marketing tools? 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
Yes answers indicate 
conditions that positively 
affect business 
attractiveness, transferability 
and sale-readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
improve community and 
industry relations, to 
strengthen name awareness 
and business reputation, and 
to develop online presence 
and marketing tools.  


 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 







Transferability 
 
Are customers, especially major 
customers, committed to and 
served by the business and not 
just the owner? 
 
Are business capabilities and 
processes and systems well-
defined, well-documented, and 
easy to adopt? 
 
Are business contracts with 
customers, suppliers, distributors 
and other key associates 
transferable?  
 
Are leases on facilities and 
equipment long-term and 
transferable? 
 
Have key employees signed 
employment contracts and do 
they participate in profit sharing 
programs, employee benefit 
plans and other incentives that 
keep them with and loyal to the 
business? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 


 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
 


☐       ☐ 
 
 
Yes answers indicate 
conditions that positively 
affect business 
attractiveness, transferability 
and sale-readiness. 
 
No answers indicate need to 
overcome Trantransferability 
issues before a sale offering. 


 
☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 
 
 


☐    ☐    ☐ 


 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________ 
 
 
 
 
____________ 


 
 





